
AQ@Priyasri- The Artist Studio  
Presents 

 

 

A/P-3 
Limited Edition Artist Prints made by the Print maker’s 

 at AQ@ Priyasri - The Artist studio, Baroda 

 
Date : 16th January 2016 to 22th January 2016.  
 
Time : 12.00 PM to 6.30 PM. 
 

Venue  
P R I Y A S R I  A R T G A L L E R Y 

42,  Madhuli, 4th Floor, Shiv Sagar Estate,  

Next to Poonam Chamber,Dr Annie Besant Road, 

Worli, Mumbai 400018 

 

Akshay Tijare  |  Anamika Prakash   |  Anjali Goel   |   Aditi Pandy   |   Amit Lodh   |    Cherring 

Negi |   Chandsekhar Waghmare   |   Dushyant Patel   |   Kanika Shah   |    KetkiSarpodar     |     

Mitali Shah     |    Naini Arora   |Rachna Badrakia   | Shailika Srivastav   |  Prasad Kumar Swain 

 

A/P III is showcasing gamut of young printmakers from M.S.U. Baroda. It’s focus is at 
highlighting different techniques of printmaking which even an avid collector of art is 
unaware of. The show comprises of almost 15 artists. The show covers all nuances of print 
techniques like etching, woodcut, aquatint, lithography, viscosity, colograph, soft ground, 
screen print, gum bite, serigraphy, digital, engraving, embossing and more. 
 

Today even though artist have undoubtedly exposed and used printmaking as their language 
of expression yet too often the viewer and the buying public is unaware of the difference 
between photo mechanical reproductions, and original prints made by print makers.    
As Jyoti Bhatt quotes, ‘The prints are for people who have more taste than money.’  
 
Print is an opportunity for collectors who want to get an original piece of art home without it 
pinching their pockets. We hope to explore and expose this process driven medium of art 
where the artist is involved in every stage the end is always a surprise.  
Prints make fabulous gifts and personally I have always preferred gifting an art over any other 
thing and most of the time it's a print by a printmaker. 
 
PriyasriPatodia 
 
( Please call / Email for prior appointment on 022 24947673 or 9323582303, 
email- priyasriartgallery@gmail.com ) 

 

mailto:priyasriartgallery@gmail.com

